
Grading/Assessment/Homework
Parent Forum 9.30.22



What Happened?
How did we get to a Parent Forum on September 30th?
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Over the course of the 
past two years…

◉ Significant Professional Development has been 
happening at the Secondary Level

◉ PD days, department meetings, summer 
workshops

◉ Books, articles, videos, discussion, analysis, 
piloting…research
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On Your Mark, Guskey
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All this research led to:
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However…
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Homework and a Seismic Shift-  
with no communication/voice?

◉ Homework dates back somewhere between 
117 years ago, 175 years ago, or 927 years ago 
depending on your source…

◉ Since (whatever time) we have all collectively 
experienced HW in a pretty certain/specific 
way

◉ To make a shift on September 1, 2022, without 
communication, shared research, dialogue,  
was ‘problematic’ 



Why did this happen?
◉ Our driven, curious, innovative educators always 

want to do what is believed to be best for our 
students

◉ Miscommunication and internal 
misunderstandings of how much, how far, what 
the district was moving forward with occurred

◉ Dr. Carter is now going to share the practices 
WHS/WMS is moving forward with
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Standards-Based Grading 
Practices
Weston High School Parent Forum, September 30, 2022
Paul Peri, High School Principal
Kimo Carter, Asst. Superintendent for Teaching & Learning



Let’s start with an activator:

Here are grades 
for 10 equally 
weighted 
assignments, 
arranged in 
chronological 
order. 
What’s the final 
grade?

C
MIssing
Missing
D
B
A
B
B
A
A

Follow-up questions:
1. How much agreement do we have within 

our group?
2. What information do you need to make a 

better informed decision?
3. What takeaways do you have after this 

exercise?



Background: The Standards-Based 
Movement

A brief history:
► Beginnings in the 1980s
► Frameworks and standardized 

testing in the 1990s
► 2001 No Child Left Behind Act
► 2015 Every Student Succeeds 

Act

Core beliefs:
► A standardized instructional core 

forms the basis of schooling
► Each and every student can learn at 

a high level
► All students need to reach high 

proficiency levels in order to be 
productive in the modern economy 
and to be active as informed citizens

► Schools are accountable for ensuring 
that all students are proficient in core 
standards and practices



With the standards-based movement, 
teacher practice has changed

Curriculum Planning
► Scope and sequence
► Academic and social emotional competencies
► Teacher teams plan together
► Backward design

Instructional Practice
► Standards and practices
► Differentiation
► Multi-modal instructional methods
► Checking for understanding

Grading in secondary 
schools, on the other hand 
has remained relatively 
unchanged. Although brain 
science and educational 
policy and practices have 
changed dramatically over 
the past 50 years, most 
middle and high school 
educators have graded in 
the same manner for over a 
century. 



Differences between traditional grading 
and standards-based grading

Traditional Grading:
► Designed to sort and rank students from 

strongest to weakest

► Compresses and averages much 
assessment information into one letter 
grade

► Students/families often find it difficult to 
connect grades to learning objectives

► Tends to reward students who quickly 
meet expectations and penalizes 
students who don’t

► Every teacher designs a different 
grading system

Standards-Based Grading:
► Designed to assess students’ learning 

according to standards and practices

► Breaks grading down by standard

► With rubrics and appropriate feedback, 
students can more easily track their 
progress

► It doesn’t matter so much when a student 
meets expectations; rather, it matters 
whether a student meets expectations

► While there is still much teacher discretion, 
there are common practices that all 
teachers follow





WMS and WHS are piloting two 
standards-based grading practices

1. Using calibrated grading 
scales that have the same 
point range for every letter 
grade

2. Allowing students who are not 
yet proficient in an essential 
skill or understanding to retake 
all or part of a summative 
assessment without penalty

P.K. Yonge Assessment, Feedback, Reporting Handout

https://pkyonge.ufl.edu/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/PKY_Assessment_Reporting_2018-19.pdf


More about standards

The graphic to the right represents an important idea 
in standards-based curriculum design, instruction, 
assessment, and grading:
Not all standards carry the same importance
What makes an essential standard?
► Endurance: Value beyond a single test date; 

readily applicable beyond school walls.
► Leverage: Value in multiple disciplines; 

transferable to other fields
► Readiness: Necessary for success in the next 

instructional level; a building block 



Calibrated Grading Scales

We are moving away from the traditional 0-100 point grading scale

Proficiency Level Letter Grade 0-4 Integer Grading Scale 50-100 Point Scale

Mastery of Essential Standards and Practices
Proficiency, at least, in All Standards and Practices

A-, A, A+ 4 90-100

Proficiency in Essential Standards and Practices
Approaching Proficiency, at least, in All Standards and Practices

B-, B, B+ 3 80-89

Approaching Proficiency in Essential Standards and Practices
Some Proficiency, at least,  in All Standards and Practices

C-, C, C+ 2 70-79

Some Proficiency in Essential Standards and Practices
Not yet proficient in All Standards and Practices

D-, D, D+ 1 60-69

Little to no evidence of Proficiency in Essential Standards and 
Practices and All Standards and Practices

F 0 50-59



What’s wrong with the 0-100 point scale?

► With 40 different levels of success and 60 different levels of failure, the 
scale is designed to sort students from one another. While this was the 
goal of schooling in a bygone era, it is not the goal in a 
standards-based educational environment.

► Percentage grades are often directly derived from the percentage of 
items a student answers correctly on an assessment. Assessments vary 
in difficulty. There is often no mechanism (like a rubric or criteria chart) 
to accurately assign a percentage to a specific level of proficiency.

► A single zero can have a devastating effect on a student’s 
percentage grade and the student’s overall course grade. (When 
calculating the mean, outliers like a zero have a highly distorting 
effect on the average.) With such a large F grade band in the 0-100 
scale, failed and missing assignments carry much more weight than 
successful assignments. A much fairer grading system is one where 
every level of proficiency has an equal grade band.

Joe Feldman Module 5: Accurate Grading Practices

https://crescendoedgroup.thinkific.com/courses/take/grading-for-equity-fall-2022/lessons/37494957-module-5-accurate-grading-practices-part-1


Retakes

Allowing students who are not yet proficient in an essential skill or understanding to 
retake all or part of a summative assessment without penalty
► Retakes are for summative assessments, not formative assessments
► Retakes are for essential skills and understandings – standards and practices we 

need to guarantee all students learn – not necessarily for important or 
good-to-know standards

► Retakes are for proficiency, not necessarily mastery
► One retake opportunity is sufficient
► Retakes are to be graded without penalty



About homework

“Homework is a meaningful and valuable tool that supports and enhances learning. 
When teacher assign homework to students that is purposeful, manageable, and 
developmentally appropriate, they can accelerate academic growth, enrich the 
school experience, and promote a positive interest in learning.”
– Weston Public Schools Homework Guidelines
Although experts in standards-based grading consistently advocate for not counting 
homework as part of a student’s overall grade, we are not ready to implement that 
practice in the Weston Public Schools:
Additional professional development and communication with students and families is 
necessary for successful adoption.
In every class, homework will count toward the the student’s overall grade.



Homework: An instructional focus

Before we think about changing the grading of homework, we must focus on the 
following instructional and assessment practices:
► Consistently give students feedback after every assignment

► Students need to know whether they are on the right track or need extra support

► Partnering feedback vs. gatekeeper feedback

► Explicitly connect homework to learning standards and assessments for students

► Develop a wide variety of assessment opportunities to fit students’ strengths and learning 
needs, including providing some choice for students on how they want to demonstrate their 
knowledge

► Calibrate all assessments to standards and practices

► Provide retake opportunities when students have not yet met standards and practices


